NEW CONTENT
CHECK IT OUT

S 1 - 6x30' / S 2 - COMING SOON
CARDO
THISTLE

TOP 3 VARIETY - BEST INTERNATIONAL TV SHOWS 2021
Maria is a 30-year-old girl without much to offer to the world, hooked on drugs and unraveling through toxic relationships. After a humiliating encounter, an accident will change her life.

S 1 - 6x50'
DOS AÑOS Y UN DÍA
TWO YEARS AND ONE DAY

Comedy that narrates the downfall of a famous and beloved actor and presenter who is sentenced to serve a sentence of two years and a day for a crime of religious offenses for an innocent but unfortunate joke.

LA EDAD DE LA IRA
THE AGE OF ANGER

S 1 - 4x50'
TRAILER

A PORTRAIT OF TODAY'S ADOLESCENCE
$1 - 8x50’

SEÑOR, DAME PACIENCIA
LORD, GIVE ME PATIENCE

Gregorio is an ultraconservative family man, full of prejudices. He lives in tension as he confronts his relationship with his children: Carlos, gay and married to Pablo; Goyito, obsessed with comics; Alicia, a left-wing activist and Sandra, an environmentalist and married to a nature freak.

$1 - 8x50’

VENENO
VENENO

The series narrates the life and death of Cristina Ortiz, La Veneno, one of the most important and popular LGTBI icons in Spain. Adored and charismatic, she expressed herself with no censorship. Veneno tells the story of the LGTBI movement in Spain, from the 1960s to the present day.

$1 - 4x60’

CAZAHEREDEROS
FINDING HEIRS

There are inheritances that are lost because their rightful owners do not know they belong to them, and in this program, Jalis de la Serna will travel all over Spain to find the lucky ones. The reporter will witness how, in many cases, their lives change when they receive large sums of money.
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